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His eyes shone forth like two brilliant sparks in a wildfire of contorted fury.  They split through 

the air like javelins, not stopping to rest at the man’s heart, but continuing forth to strike him in the soul.  

The king commanded him to rise, but in a voice so barely constrained and edged with a mirthless rage so 

powerful that it smote the man back down to the earth, to lie in a quavering heap at the footstool of the 

throne.  The man’s name was Roan.   

One of the guards surrounding him pulled mercilessly on the chain looped around his neck, and his pallid 

and gaunt features were met by the king’s unwavering glare.  Upon meeting the King’s gaze, he looked 

as if he’d been plunged into a roiling pool so scorching it could split bone.  The King motioned to the 

guards, and they dragged Roan towards the imperial throne, up to the source of his trembling fear.  At 

length, the king spoke.   

 “Why do you think you are here?” he asked.  “Why do you think you were brought here directly 

after your capture?” 

 “Please, spare me!” spluttered Roan. 

 “I asked you a question!  Why were you brought here?” 

 “I promise, I can repay you!  I – I can fix this!” he sputtered.  “Please, j-just give me time!” 

 “You were given plenty of time and resources; and what exactly did you make of them?” 

 “M-my liege, those barbarians were obstinate, they would not hearken to my words, nor would 

they budge for the money!  Please I beg of you, I implore you –” 

 “Silence!” 

 “I can get back th-that which I owe you—” 

 “SILENCE!” bellowed the king, causing Roan to collapse into a trembling heap.  His eyes 

shimmering with intense repugnance, he stared down at the lamentable figure before him for a long 

time, in which the shuddering Roan could neither bow his head nor look him in the eye.  Then, to Roan’s 

utter astonishment, the king’s countenance softened a little.  Roan had not expected any forgiveness of 

the slightest degree for his disastrous failures, yet there before him, the King’s fiery rage was gradually 

being replaced with a view that was almost pitying.  Behind his liege’s eyes however, did still lie a 

sparking remnant of his rage.  Such a rage could not be completely forgotten so quickly, and Roan knew 

this.  Thus, he held his tongue, and stared up at the King, who had moved his gaze to one of the tall 

palace windows 

The King had taken on Roan man to be a spy in enemy territory only months ago and had sent 

him on his first mission just weeks ago.  He had good reason to be upset with him, seeing that Roan had 

not only failed in his mission spectacularly, but had also been apprehended attempting to flee the 

kingdom with a quarter of the original wealth given to him for that mission.  And it must be said that 

Roan was not in the slightest bit kind or compassionate; rather, he was taken on as a spy for his clever 

capacity to be deceitful and dishonest.  Nonetheless, the King thought, upon seeing his subordinate’s 

wretched and trembling state, He must have been put through something truly horrible to be driven to 

such desperate straits.  How else would he have lost such a tremendous amount of the treasury?  And 

the king, as it happened, was a fairly good judge of character, and renowned throughout his realm for 

his benevolence.   



After long moments of silence, the king reached his conclusion, and he relieved the spy of both 

his debt and his occupation.  Roan fell to his knees, and then collapsed prostrate on the ground, 

trembling not for fear, but with apparent gratitude.  He thanked the king many times before being 

escorted from the royal chamber by the guards.  The remaining quarter of the wealth that had been 

entrusted to him was returned to the treasury and Roan was free to return to his own home. 

All was not as it seemed, however. The king had released Roan and relieved him of his debts, 

but unbeknownst to the monarch, Roan was not repentant in the least.  Nor was he as grateful as the 

king had thought, for that matter.  No, Roan had plans of his own.  After leaving the palace grounds, he 

walked swiftly and with an air of purpose to a certain house down the way.  Roan had some ways to go, 

for this particular house was in a rather far-flung quarter of the kingdom, and its resident was somewhat 

poor.  This man’s name was Abraham.  And he, unlike Roan, was very empathetic and trustworthy.  

There were many who could easily say that they would entrust their lives to dear Abraham, and some 

who would entrust even more.  Roan, Unfortunately, saw no value in such qualities.  And as it 

happened, Abraham owed Roan money. Though Abraham’s debt was trifling compared to that which 

was owed by Roan to the king, it was of no matter to him.  

Abraham was not at all pleased to see the likes of Roan on his threshold.  Without bothering to 

wipe his boots or to greet his unwitting host, Roan marched swiftly across the room to seize Abraham by 

the collar and pin him against the wall.  Roan was not by any standard of small stature and could easily 

lift Abraham several inches almost effortlessly.  Poor Abraham felt a sparking flash of fear when Roan 

hoisted him up and demanded that he be repaid immediately, but Abraham was not the kind of man to 

lose his wits in such a situation.  He calmly pointed out that he could not feasibly pay anyone anything 

when being pinned against a wall, and Roan begrudgingly released him, continuing to insist on payment 

then and there.  Abraham replied with a slight tremor that he could not repay him then, as he had not 

anticipated Roan’s return from his job for the king so swiftly.  Furious, Roan crossed the room to wrench 

the door open, and upon taking his leave, he made a promise that sealed his ingratitude towards the 

King, as well as his fate.  He vowed that he would return to Abraham’s house at the crack of dawn on the 

morrow; he warned that if Abraham did not have his payment ready, he would regret it for the rest of 

his life.   

Once Roan was well gone, Abraham burst from his doorway and sped off towards the palace.  

Upon reaching the gates and asking the guards for entrance to the king’s chamber, he was sighted by a 

friend of Roan.  This friend, suspecting the cause of Abraham’s visit, immediately ran off to warn Roan of 

the danger he was in.  Meanwhile, as Abraham was known to the king as a trustworthy and beloved 

subject, he was granted permission to enter the royal chamber and present his case to the king.  Once 

Roan’s duplicity and cruelty was revealed, the king let out a cry of utter fury resounded throughout the 

royal chamber like a firecracker.  This was followed by an outpouring of guards from every gate and 

doorway of the palace.  In force, they headed into the town and toward the inn where the ex-spy had 

taken up residence.  Roan, who had been forewarned by his friend, was caught in the middle of a hasty 

packing job and hurled unceremoniously from the inn to be taken before the king.  (His friend, on the 

other hand, evaded capture, and he later proved to be far more apt at leaving a kingdom than Roan.)  

When Roan was brought, again in chains, into the very room he had left earlier that selfsame 

hour, he was met with more fury than anything he could have possibly imagined.  This time the king 

didn’t even bother to listen to Roan and his babbling excuses.  He was stunned and infuriated; he had 



shown such mercy unto this filth, this puny insect Roan, only for him to display no mercy whatsoever to 

Abraham over a sum so trivial compared to that which he had owed his monarch!  So terrible was his 

anger that the king himself, accompanied by several of the palace guards, escorted Roan, none too 

gently, to the debtor’s prison, which had been carved into the face of an ancient cliff so to muffle the 

cries of the subjects within.  But before he was locked away, the king managed to get the reality of the 

failed mission out of him.  Instead of trying to complete his assignment, Roan had quickly squandered 

almost half of the sum he had been given on frivolous goods and possessions, including quite an eye-

catching horse cart.  Shortly before reaching the barbarian lands that had been his destination, he had 

been confronted by brigands who deprived him his newly purchased goods and just about half of his 

remaining wealth.  With only a quarter of what he had started out with and having done nothing for the 

mission whatsoever, Roan fled to the border of the kingdom, where he was apprehended by guards. 

Once Roan was secured in a cell, the king apologized sincerely to Abraham for the appalling 

behavior of his subordinate, and even paid him a handsome sum that more than covered the debt Roan 

had been so desperate to collect.  Roan, of course, had his original debt to the king placed back upon his 

shoulders; he was warned that he would have to repay it in full upon his release from prison.   

While it would appear likely that this outcome would have satisfied Abraham, and that he would 

have agreed that It was for the greater good that Roan be put in prison, such a guess would be 

dreadfully wrong.  No, Abraham was not satisfied.  And his dissatisfaction had nothing to do with 

money; no, not at all.  It was over Roan’s penance.  Abraham was, in full sincerity, worried for Roan, for 

a sentence to debtor’s prison was not to be taken lightly.  Those who were admitted there never 

emerged the same, nor would they ever be the same again.  And it must again be said, with further 

emphasis, that Abraham was a truly remarkable fellow; not for even a fleeting moment did he hold 

anything against Roan.  Abraham always, without fail, saw the very best in everyone, and so it was with 

Roan.   

And just like Roan, Abraham had plans of his own. 

The warden of the debtor’s prison was shocked to see Abraham, permitted entry by the guards, 

stride through the gates, and even more amazed to hear his request.  To pay for the release of a man so 

heavily charged as Roan was unheard of; the king had even asked in person that he remain in prison 

until he was… made more adequately repentant of his trespasses.  Roan had only just arrived, and the 

warden had only just started on him!  He was dreadfully disappointed, but money was money and 

Abraham had quite a lot of it.  And anyway, Abraham was a very congenial individual and the warden 

was rather fond of him.  So, he took his keys and led Abraham down the winding corridors of the prison.  

As Abraham would have been appalled to see some of the more… well-used sectors of the prison, the 

warden led him circumspectly along corridors that were less densely populated than others.  Finally, 

they reached the end of the prison, which the warden reserved for those who required what he termed 

to be “special attention.”  When Abraham peered through the bars of the dimly lit cell, he was met with 

a collapsed heap that he took to be Roan.  As it happened, Roan had heard the telltale clink of the man’s 

keys, and had leapt up in fear, only to fill the cell with a resounding thud as his head hit the empty bunk 

atop his.  When he came to, the warden was there, with a key in the lock of his shackles.  Roan was 

quite confused and thought he must have hit his head rather hard when the man moved aside, and the 

silhouette of Abraham appeared looming over him.  It was then that Roan concluded that he was 

dreaming.  Abraham, of all people, there to release him!  No, it was preposterous.  And yet, there he 



was!  The very man he had threatened only days before was in his cell, pulling him up and out of his 

bunk and helping him towards the gate!  Abraham paused, looking back at the warden, who had rather 

a baleful expression, for he had been particularly looking forward to having Roan as a, well, … as a 

special guest. But Abraham would not take back his money, nor would the warden have given it to him if 

he’d asked.  Thus, the warden escorted the unlikely duo back through the prison, all the way to the gate.  

It was there that Roan could no longer even halfheartedly attempt to support his own weight.  As he fell 

to the ground, he vaguely felt someone’s arm slide under him, and he felt as though he had been lifted 

into the air, supported by arms whose strength exceeded their size.  It was in Abraham’s small house 

that Roan regained consciousness. He found himself sitting in an old rocking chair, with Abraham sitting 

directly in front of him. 

 “Why did you save me?” wheezed Roan, “I have done nothing to be deserving of your kindness.  

Why did you help me?” 

Abraham looked directly at him and replied in a solemn voice: “Because I believe there is still 

hope for you.” 

“Thank you,” croaked Roan, before falling into a blissful sleep. 

It took Roan some time to recuperate from his time in the debtor’s prison, but for all that he 

lost, he gained some things that he would carry within him until the end of his days.  He, like Abraham, 

became renowned for his empathy, along with genuine humility, a continuous sense of forgiveness, and 

most importantly, gratitude.  Upon his recovery, Roan and Abraham set forth across the kingdom to 

regain that which Roan had lost and owed to his king.  Fortunately, because of Abraham’s charity and 

Roan’s strength, many people took them on for work, and good work at that.  It was made all the better 

when those who had taken the two kindly gentlemen on saw how they lived their lives.  So impressed 

were they that they often increased the wages of these two remarkable friends.  The two men 

continued this pattern for a number of years, traversing the kingdom from north to south, east to west, 

gaining many allies along the way.   

Of course, with light, there must also come shadow.  Roan and Abraham did make some 

enemies in their travels, but none so serious that they would pose any threat.  None, save for one man, 

Kishkumen, who they met sometime near the end of their journey.  He was a surly leatherworker, with a 

reputation worse than Roan’s before his arrest.  He had a few apprentices to help him in his work, but 

he rarely kept them for more than a few months.  The very moment an apprentice did something, 

anything at all, that displeased him, Kishkumen would fly into a tumultuous rage.  And no one wanted to 

be around for that.  More often than not, the apprentices would leave of their own accord, rather than 

stick around and give Kishkumen the pleasure of fervently dismissing them himself.  Roan and Abraham 

knocked on Kishkumen’s door just seconds after one of his apprentices had taken his very hasty leave.  

Kishkumen greeted the knocks of the two gentlemen with bellows of “I THOUGHT I TOLDYA T’BEATIT 

KID!!  I GOT NO TIME FOR LAZY SHOWBOA—” and he cut himself short upon wrenching the door open 

(it was a wonder the hinges didn’t snap in thirds) to see the two men standing on his threshold.  Roan 

and Abraham were quite taken aback by the sudden and frightening form of greeting; nonetheless, they 

managed to ask him for work.  After looking them over, Kishkumen took them on, but only because he 

needed new apprentices to fill the gap in his slight workforce.  The two gentlemen, however, completed 

their work diligently, and even Kishkumen had trouble finding fault with them.  They worked in the pay 

of Kishkumen for a respectable amount of time, but Kishkumen was a stingy fellow, and he paid them 



very little.  He was the kind of fellow that saw no value in the qualities of Roan and Abraham, so he saw 

no reason to give them any supplementary funds.   

They worked for this remarkably disagreeable man for almost two months, being paid as if they 

were workers of half their age the entire time.  Kishkumen worked them around the clock, giving them 

little or no rest from their labor.  He was perpetually displeased with them and their work and could not 

be satisfied in any respect by any of his servants and workers.  Worst of all, he was not at all touched by 

the demeanor of the two men; not once was he moved by their charity, kindness, compassion, humility, 

selflessness, or diligence in their work.  If anything, it made his heart harder towards them. 

There came a day when Kishkumen and his servants were commissioned by a client to construct 

a most ornate and elaborate horse saddle for an old captain of the guard, who was retiring to the local 

village.  the task was beyond anything the workshop had ever seen; each worker was made to double 

their daily labors in order to have it not only completed by the date set by Kishkumen and the client, but 

in order to create a piece that was aboveboard on every count.  Kishkumen had hopes of this saddle 

being the crowning glory of his career and had even greater desires to gain a great deal of public 

attention for it.  For the guard to whom the saddle was to be presented was quite popular among the 

townsfolk, and if it were known that the saddle had been made at Kishkumen’s hand, he would receive 

fame and riches beyond even his vainest designs. 

For this to be accomplished however, he and the workers in his shop would have to redouble 

their efforts.  Each worker was given a specific duty in the construction of the saddle, and after a brief 

rant from Kishkumen warning against “careless work” and “sloppiness,” they each began on their 

respective tasks.  The work progressed swiftly for almost a week, in the which even Kishkumen could 

locate little fault, before one of the servants reached the end of his strength.  He collapsed over his 

portion of the saddle, noisily upsetting a jar of paint in the process.  This caused Kishkumen to give a 

yelp of mortified surprise, and he ran over to prevent the paint from spilling onto the partially finished 

portion of the saddle.  Alas, he came too late; the jar was already half empty when he righted it, the 

other half having splattered over a considerable portion of the saddle.  Rising from the jar with 

malevolence in his eyes, he seized the slumped worker, pulling him roughly up by his collar and rearing 

back to strike him; he would have done so, and continued to do so until the worker was made 

adequately penitent, had Roan not intervened.  He seized Kishkumen’s fist as it arced towards the 

unconscious worker, twisting it backwards and causing a great deal of pain for Kishkumen.  He screamed 

in fury, and lashed out with his boot, knocking Roan backwards into the main work table, causing it to 

split in two.  Kishkumen lunged at Roan, who leapt aside and slammed into the wall opposite, smashing 

a pulley that held the greater portion of the saddle above a tanning fire.  Kishkumen’s eyes widened in 

stunned horror when he saw what was about to happen, and he flung himself not at roan, but at a loop 

of rope that was rapidly receding upwards into the ceiling where the pulley had been.  Kishkumen’s 

fingers only just missed their purchase on the rope, and the near-completed saddle fell rapidly from the 

ropes, landing with a crunch and a flurry of sparks into the fire.  It took a few seconds for Kishkumen to 

register what had happened; when he did, he let out a howl of grief and sprinted towards the blackening 

saddle.  Seizing a poker, he dragged its flaming husk out of the blaze and attempted to douse it with 

water, but he knew it was hopeless.  He stood at its side, his breath coming rapidly, refusing to believe.  

His roar of utmost fury Rent the dust-laden air, and he lunged at Roan, poker in hand.  But before Roan 

could do anything in response, Abraham and one of the remaining apprentices seized Kishkumen at the 

arms and waist and held him fast.  He yelled in surprise and rage and struggled ferociously, but Abraham 



bent quickly to retrieve one of the fallen tools and held it up to Kishkumen’s throat.  There they stood, 

Kishkumen staring wildly around at his captors, then at Roan.  At length, he stopped struggling, and 

instead resorted to heavy panting. 

“Get.  Out.”  He seethed through clenched teeth, staring straight at Roan. “And don’t ever come 

back.” 

After leaving Kishkumen’s workshop, Abraham and Roan only needed a few more weeks’ worth 

of good work to pay off Roan’s debt.  As it happened, they found employers who were willing to take 

the two men on, and they were soon back on their way to the palace.  Upon being notified of the arrival 

of the two friends, the king was stunned.  He was stunned that they had managed to amass such a 

wealth with such rapidity, stunned at the incredible charity of Abraham, and stunned at the 

transformation of Roan.  Gone was the shifty, untrustworthy character who had come pining for mercy 

at his footstool so long ago; in his place stood a man so remarkably different that the king wondered if 

this was really the same man he had condemned years ago.  As the two friends unfolded their tale at his 

throne, the king became increasingly amazed at the remarkable and unlikely bond that had been 

established between these two men.  So great was his amazement at Roan’s transformation and 

Abraham’s charity that he took only half of the wealth proffered by the two men, fervently declining the 

second portion regardless of their pleas, saying that it was a reward richly deserved.   

Some time after Abraham and Roan had settled near one another in a somewhat distant 

province, authorities found the body of Kishkumen’s last apprentice thrown unceremoniously against 

the side of the workshop he had weeks earlier abandoned.  By the time word of this murder reached the 

king, Kishkumen was already well on his way to his second target.  He made his journey silently, 

carefully, like a thief in the night, to a simple, little house located in a far-flung quarter of the kingdom.  

He made a quick inspection of the small home to calculate his best means of access.  He entered the 

dwelling through an untended gap between the low roof and the wall and let himself down with only 

the slightest of creaking from the floorboards.  Abraham didn’t hear him come, didn’t see the glint of 

Kishkumen’s knife, and didn’t have a chance to call for help.  All he could do was cast a stunned glance 

from his bed up at his killer, then he was gone.   

Though Kishkumen had secured the addresses of the two men and had disposed of Abraham 

with little trouble, the real trouble for him was yet to come.  Upon reaching Roan’s home, situated in the 

capital province, the killer halted dead in his tracks, gaping up at a massive, iron-wrought fence that 

surrounded what appeared to be a cross between a gothic-style cathedral and a fortress.  It was made of 

solid granite instead of clay bricks, and its roof was shingled with limestone.  Kishkumen’s heart began 

to pound as ideas for how to get through the perimeter flickered in and out of focus, each fighting for 

supremacy.  Within a few moments, though, his scheming was paralyzed by the clinking of iron-shod 

boots on flagstones.  He whipped his head around to the source of the sound, and his heart leapt into 

his throat.  A patrol had just emerged from around the corner and would be on him in seconds.  Gripping 

the fence so hard that his knuckles turned an indistinct shade of white, his mind raced furiously, 

determined to find a way through. 

Roan was walking with swift steps towards the prison.  He had just been to see the king’s 

treasurers, to reclaim his portion of the treasury.  Slung over his shoulder was a rucksack filled to 

bursting with more than enough funding for his particular goal.  A week had passed since Kishkumen 

was caught attempting to infiltrate Roan’s household, and Roan remembered the capture well.  



Kishkumen had gotten his head stuck between the bars of the iron fence surrounding his property, and 

the guards hadn’t even bothered to try and pry him out.  To Roan’s knowledge, Kishkumen still had a bit 

of his fence for a necklace.  Looking up, he saw the prison gate only a couple hundred meters ahead and 

quickened his pace.  He strode with an air of purpose towards the quarters that belonged to the warden, 

who gave a start when he knocked.  As Roan was explaining his desires, the man had a strange feeling of 

déjà vu, as though someone had already asked this particular boon of him before.  But money was 

money, the man thought, and Roan happened to have a lot of it.  So, he shrugged, grabbed his keys, and 

set off down the prison corridors.  They eventually arrived at the special attention section, but they still 

had some ways to go.  Roan smiled to himself as he looked into the very same cell he himself had once 

occupied.  At last, they reached the very end of the prison, the area reserved for ‘no attention.’  The 

warden rattled his keys and opened the heavy door. In the dingy light, Kishkumen was lying virtually 

lifeless on his bunk, and didn’t stir in the slightest when the warden unlocked his shackles.  After 

fruitlessly attempting to wake Abraham’s murderer, Roan simply decided to carry him to his home.  At 

least I walked for part of the way, he thought, smiling inwardly. 

When Kishkumen awoke, he was sitting in a handsome oak rocking chair, and staring up at the 

walls of a fine and well-built house.  In front of him sat Roan, who was reading a letter from an old friend 

who had escaped to barbarian territory a few years ago.  Having finished the letter, Roan looked up, 

matching his gaze to that of the bleary-eyed leatherworker before him. 

 “Did you enjoy your rest?” Roan asked with a smile. 

it took Kishkumen a minute to respond.  Then, he asked the question that was at the forefront of his 

mind. 

 “Why did you save me?” 

 “Come again?”  

 “Why did you come for me?” he took a shuddering breath before continuing.  “after all I’ve done 

to you, after what I did to your friend, you took me in.  Why?” 

Roan pondered the question for a minute, then replied: 

 “Because it’s what Abraham would have wanted me to do.” 

 “Thank you.” Kishkumen rasped, before lapsing into a peaceful slumber 


